Students,

We didn’t have time to do enough on Lesson 7 today. So leave off all the homework and the quiz problem on that. So the only thing you are expected to do from today's handout is the last two quiz problems - that is, numbers 3 and 4.

This is a very good time to work on your test corrections and getting all of your homework and quizzes together so that you can review. You can think of this as a review of the material we have had so far: Lesson 6, pages 280-285, problems 1-4, 8-20, 23-24.

Test 2 will be in the Testing Center next week, from Mon - Sunday so that you can finish it before Spring Break. It will cover the material in Exponential Growth and Decay through Lesson 6, with some parts omitted (the ones we have already omitted.) Test 2 will also have 30 points worth of problems from the material on Problem-Solving and Logic.

We will have class during both class periods next week. We will do some more with the Exponential Growth and Decay material, but those will not be covered on a test until Test 3.

We have finished the material we will do in class on reviewing the Test 1 material. If you have other questions about your test corrections, please come to my office hours.

Mary